
Introducing the New City Landscape 
Using location-based Twitter messages, the aim of this

project is to reconstruct the city’s activity hotspots as a

time-frozen 'landscape', drawing out the ever-changing

locations of people's presence and the power of spatial

creation through narratives and activity. From the data

collected on the social networking platform, 3D

landscapes of message densities were created. These

virtual city landscapes, as they are termed, represent the

city uniquely on the basis of location, activity and

interaction in a virtual world of real places. We term them

New City Landscapes (NCL).

As shown recently in a number of publications

related to the activities on Twitter, for example on the

Iranian election in 2009 by the Web Ecology Project

(Leavitt, 2009) or the national mood by the Mood Map

project (Mislove et al., 2010), Twitter is a versatile source

of information. At the same time it is a novel way of

gaining access to large-scale, detailed, and indeed,

complex, data sets. It provides a unique picture of activity,

connection, location, and content. It is also interesting as a

data source for social networking and interaction between

users as discussed and outlined by Huberman and Wu

(2009) and the social dimension and ethical implications

of these emerging datasets are discussed by Webmoor and

Neuhaus (2012).

Recently, researchers have become interested in

location information on a range of scales, from the city to

national and international levels, for example, as discussed

by Cheng et al. (2010) for the detection of location-based

on the tweet content, or by Okazaki and Matsuo (2011) for

natural hazard detection. However, the location

information on a detailed scale using the actual GPS

(global positioning system) coordinates (latitude/

longitude) is a relatively new addition to the Twitter

service, introduced in early 2010. With New City

Landscapes we focus solely on the location information

dataset coming from the Twitter feed.

From the collected data, a new landscape based on

density of tweets is generated (Neuhaus, 2011). The

features of this landscape of digital activity correspond

directly with the physical location of their origin, but at the

same time represent, with peaks, the locations from where

a lot of messages are sent. The flanks and valleys stand for

areas with lesser activity and vast plains and deserts of no

tweets stretch across the townscapes. These New City

Landscape maps do not represent physical features, but

users’ temporal interaction with physical features. The

digital realm has become as much part of the urban

environment as the physical features, and with these

tweetography maps it is made visible for the first time. The

maps allow us to make a direct comparison between real-

world activities, physical locations and digital messages.

In a globalized world, this local reference develops an

increased importance as a sense of place, a source of

identity and memory. The digital social media data allow

us to investigate many groups’ social-location interaction,

combining the global scale with its local source.

City Morphologies 
A selection of individual landscapes will be discussed to

explain some of the specific topics as observed from a

spatial perspective. Subsequently, the focus will shift to

the role of activity and mobility in generating a distinct

pattern. On the one hand, these are infrastructures and

other real world elements that play an important role in the

virtual world of online networking. On the other hand

(discussed in a third part), these are emerging

morphologies, compared across the locations analysed.

As a link between the virtual nature of the NCL maps

and the real world, the textual descriptions of places enable

such a connection. The drawn-up NCL appears unfamiliar:

the landscape features we are navigating by, if we are

familiar with the place, do not correspond with these

peaks, hills and plains in this graphical version. However,

on closer inspection, some of the main landscape features
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Abstract
Increasingly, people are using digital or online networks to communicate and interact. The urban
environment is changing through the remote nature of these new communication technologies which are
available on the go. Everywhere is here and here is everywhere. Users can engage in interaction en
route, they leave messages, distribute news and respond to conversations. Even though the activity
might not be physically linked to the current location, the activity takes place in space. As such,
interactive hotspots change and fluctuate throughout the city as individuals follow the narrative path of
their everyday routines. Where is the city active and does it physically change over time?
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can actually be found as determining elements of the new

visualization. This is not true in a primary sense, but they

appear to be defining and shaping indicators of the

resulting virtual landscape.

Large natural features such as bodies of water, bays,

seasides, or rivers can be clearly identified from the map as

these are often non-tweet areas. Cities like Barcelona, San

Francisco, Hong Kong or Singapore are dominantly

structured by real-world water features and coastlines, and

this can clearly be identified in the NCL maps of these

places. The two sides of the bay in San Francisco are the

main feature in the NCL map of the urban area. In other

urban areas, for example, London, Seoul or New York, the

rivers influence the outcome as secondary structural

elements. Often, as in the case of Seoul, we can observe a

core split into two centres on opposite sides of the real-

world river. This goes hand-in-hand with the way this

feature influences the built up area, as in the case of New

York City, where it clearly defines the island of Manhattan

and reflects the population density. 

The high-rising landscape features of the virtual

NCL maps are the hot spots of Twitter activity, the peaks.

Here the morphology varies dramatically between the

urban areas. How the Twitter density is structured is

unique to each urban area, tied to the specifics of each city

constellation including natural setting, land use,

morphology and accessibility. There are however some

characteristics that can be pointed out. The three different

groups summarising the major characteristics are

described below. 

The Centre is the type where one main location

dominates as a single major peak in the whole urban

region. The Feature category is where one or more features

draw out as shapes, groups of peaks or ridges. The third

type, Island, has different hotspots appearing as mountains

and hills scattered across the area surveyed.

For the Centre group, some of the examples are

London (see Figure 2, left), Barcelona, Mexico City and

San Francisco (Figure 3). One peak pinpoints an area of

dominant activity. Since it is based on kernel density, this

represents not just one location, but a region from which

many messages are sent. Together these messages add up

to the peak. There can be other significant hills, but in this

type they are clearly lower than the one major area. 

Representing the Feature group are New York

(Figure 2, centre), and also Dubai, Mumbai and Singapore,

as illustrated in Figure 4 from left to right. Here a whole

group of linear features are active, and as a result this

produces not a single point of high activity but a ridge or a

shape. Shopping streets, boulevards or strong natural

features can be the cause of this. 
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Figure 1 San Francisco New City Landscape
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Examples representing the Island group are Moscow

(Figure 2, right), Bangkok, Calgary and Den Haag (The

Hague) as shown in Figure 5 from left to right. Here, a

number of peaks reach similar levels. These different

locations compete for height, but remain at similar level.

Sometimes, as in the case of Bangkok, trails can be traced

between these peaks, suggesting that users travel between

the locations on popular routes. 

Natural features define the virtual map to a great

extent. It can be speculated that the density of messages is

connected to accessibility, hence inaccessible areas show
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Figure 3 Three examples representing the Centre type of landscapes (from left to right: NCL-Barcelona, NCL-Mexico City

and NCL-San Francisco)

Figure 2 An example for each of the three morphology types. From left to right: the Centre type represented by the London-

NCL map; in the middle the Feature showing the New York-NCL map; and on the right the Island, with the example of the

Moscow-NCL map.

Figure 4 Three examples representing the Feature type of landscapes (from left to right: NCL-Dubai, NCL-Mumbai and

NCL-Singapore)
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fewer tweets. This is illustrated in the maps showing

coastal centres. Buenos Aires and Lagos show a clear 'cut

off' line, where the water limits accessibility. Other

features, such as mountains, influence the morphology of

Bogota or Mexico City. A third type is the unlimited city

growing in the plains, such as London, Paris, Denver and

Calgary, where space is not as restricted and activity can

spread more easily to desired locations. 

Beside natural elements, other physical features

which emerge are the major infrastructure installations.

Two examples illustrate these. The airports (Figure 6) are

examples of intense activity. Almost all the NCL maps

show a peak in the vicinity of airports. Parks, on the other

hand, are manifested in the NCL maps through the absence

of (Twitter) activity. Whereas at airports, tweeters seem to

be bored waiting for the plane, or excited to just have

landed, people in parks are most likely to be engaged in

physical activities and therefore leave these locations

empty on the Twitter maps. A key example is Central Park

in New York, a virtual Twitter-activity desert, whilst the

surrounding area, and Manhattan in general, is a high

tweet area. The same phenomenon is observed in

Singapore, where the large green space in the centre of the

island is left empty of tweets, and in Calgary, with its large

green space at the northern fringes of the city showing

little Twitter activity. 

The aspect of destination is supported on one hand

by accessibility, as speculated before, but land use also

plays an important role. Activity tends to intensify with the

'trendiness' of the urban neighbourhood in many cases.

Land used for leisure, shopping, and recreation facilities

attracts large numbers of active users with the time and

mood to tweet. 
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Figure 6 Twitter surfaces showing a range of airports as seen on the NCL maps

Figure 5 Three examples representing the Island type of landscapes (from left to right: NCL-Bangkok, NCL-Calgary, and

NCL-Den Haag)
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Figure 7 A comparison of 20 NCL maps showing the individual density morphologies
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In many cases, the NCL maps reveal economic

differences, especially in the outskirts of the cities in lesser

well-off areas, where the usage of service clearly drops off.

The data suggest a division between rich and poor in the

form of their accessibility to this technology. Mexico City

demonstrates this particularly clearly, showing a strong

east-west separation, with the eastern parts of the urban

area where access to Twitter is limited, being less wealthy. 

The NCL maps discussed here reflect the urban

morphology of the actual places and reveal some

characteristics of the city such as density, accessibility, and

land use. However, the perspective is clearly that of the

individual and the activity that leads to the location.

Although shown as collectively produced patterns of the

urban area, it is the interaction between the place and the

individual that makes the map. The attractiveness of the

location is represented here with regard to how Twitter

inspires the various locations.

In other words, the maps visualize how the urban

environment influences the activities and the choices made

in an everyday context. These are as much the natural

features of the place as the infrastructure and the actual

morphology of the urban framework. Like massive

magnets, these aspects of the urban area pull and push,

influencing individual decisions and shaping collective

usage patterns. 

Conclusion
These data prove to be a rich source to be analysed in the

context of urban environments and cities. However, some

additional research has to be undertaken into the

characterisation and referencing of the source data in order

to make sense of the results in a larger context and in

comparison to conventional data pools such as census

data. With an increased number of location-based social

networking platforms and their widespread usage, we can

expect this stream of investigation to develop some

valuable and detailed insights in the near future. 
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